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S1'UDENTNEWSPAPER OF TIrE NATIONAL LAW CENTER
THE GEORGE WASBINGTON UNIVERSITY ' October 14, 1975
Applicarits, Admitees & Acceptees
Class Size Decreases;
Admission Standards Same
-,
by Oliver Denier Long - ~.O?(GPA) and 600 (LSAT): as figure in each box represents
The figures on this year's" mdlcated. by the small grids., applicants; the second is persons '
entering class indicate that day (The omitted boxes contained admitted' and the third is
and evening contingents are virtually no acceptances). ' ,students' actually registering.
both smaller than the year The shaded ~re!ls indicate a The schools most heavily
before. However, the threshold chance of admission, and the represented in the new class are
for 'a reasonable chance of, white areas represent admission The University of Michigan (17
admission still appears to be virtually gu~ranteed. The first students), GW (14 students),
. -_ The Vniversity of Maryland (12
_ ' ,,"_ '" students), .The,' VniversityofSu ~t for Access to Ev",",idence Pennsylvania, Syracuse and No"
, ' '" ' "tre Dame (t1students each). _
Schools with over 100 LSATI
LSDAS reports sent in by
students, but fewer than 10
_students subsequently registered
are Georgetown, Cornell, Ameri-
If two NLC students have In addition to the order, Judge can, Yale, Brown, Virginia,
~heir way the public will soon get, Green granted the students' Duke, Boston V., arid Harvard.
ItS first look at the evidence that motion to require the Depart- _ Dean Kirkpatrick commented,
caused Spiro" Agnew's resigna- ment of Justice to provide within that part of the reason for fewer
tion from the vice presidency two 45 days a detailed itemization, applicants to the NLC this year
years ago ,thi~ week under indexing and justification of is that our GPA/LSAT grid is no,
_ federal, t~x evasIon. charges. documents pertaining to Agnew longer transposed with that of
.. The eVidence,. which the Just- _-but not among those documents Washiilgton'.University School
Ice Department 10 1973 asserted making up the prima facie case. of Law (St. Louis), the way it was
would prove that Agnew solicit- Feder appeared for thejstu-; last year ina pre-law handbook.
edand received bribes from dents at the hearing. Asked for Washington University has Jess
Maryland.contractors andengi- his·impressions, Feder re-, rigorous GPA/LSATcutoffs ."
neers to influence his decisions marked, "It was just about No major changes were made
as towh'ich firms to grant State total victory from our stand- in admissions policy this year.
construction contracts, is the point." The Minority Recruitment Pro-
" subject of a suit filed under the . "It was a, real surprise. We gram continued to attract a
recently-amended Freedom of went in expecting at the best to large - number of applicants
Information Act (5 V.S.C; 552) get a date for oral argument set (504), and the GPAlLSAT re-
by Bruce Feder and Roy Bald- on our motion for itemization cords of the 47 .students who
win, both third year students. and indexing. Instead Judge accepted admission under the
Judge June Green, in a Green granted the betterpart of program" _were slightly' higher
surprise ruling on October 6th, our request," than ,the year before. - The
ordered the Justice Department Baldwin was confident that National Law Center does not
to hand over within ten days all the pair will prevail in the face of have a separate admissions
the documents which .made up a threatened Justice appeal of policy with regard to women.
the prima facie tax evasion case the order. "The D.C. Circuit is
against Agnew. the- most sympathetic forum in
Justice has resisted the stu- the country before which to
dents' demands for the docu- bring Freedom of "Information
mentson the ground that release appeals," he observed. "For the
of the evidence would jeopardize Department of Justice, appeal-
continuing investigations into ing Judge Green's order is just
political corruption in Mary- hopping from the frying pan into
land. the fire."
.'ImplicatingAgnew
Women 255/33%
Category
DAY
,Applications
Received
(% of day applicants)
4316
3075/71 %
Women 1241/29 ,..
Men
Average Election
Turnout
-, by Dora Flores_
The First Year SBA electron
turnout was 'about average.
Eighty.eight people from the day
division cast their ballots last
Friday. In Section 11 Janie
Erdenberger won with a three to
one margin over the other two
candidates. A write in candidate,
Jennifer Monroe from SectiQ!112
won with thirteen votes. In
Section 13 Dave Smith won by a
margin of twenty-to-one over the
other candidate.
The night division had no
announced candidate for repre-
sentative. Only six votes were
cast, and there will have to be a
run-off election later to break a
tie between Howard Sinclair and
Jeanne Ivey.
Watch 'The Advocate for an
announcement of the tie-breaker
election date.
(% of eve. applicants)
EVE 763
Men 508/67%
4,
Comp.{J,ringLSA~TIGPA
Data For 1~75and1974
LSATSCORE (1975)
750
. and over650-699 , 700-749
90/86/7 29/29/0
74/69/6
3/3/0
8/7/0
LSATSCORE (1974)
750
650-699 700-749 and over
90/79/5 26/26/1 7/6/1
67/60/5 7/7/1
DC PIRG Petition Drive
.:--
The D.C. Public Interest Research Group (DC PIRG) plans to '
conduct apetitiondrive on university campuses in the District the
week of October 13 to demonstrate its supporti.of proposed
legislation to change the age of majority, in the District to eighteen.
The purpose of the petition drive is to obtain city-wide student
support of the proposed bill which was introduced by Councilman
John Wilson. The petitions will then be given to the City Council for
consideration.
The proposed bill, according to a written report issued by
'Councilman Wilson, "will set a uniform age of' consent for all
. persons regardless of sex or marital status and so rid the (D.C.) Code
ofits currentirrational and discriminatory approach to the concept
of adulthood." '
Admitted Denied Registered
(%ofday (%ofday
applicants) applicants)
925/30% 2150/70% '
215 7% of day men applicants
, 23% of day men admitted
451/36% 790/64%
. 120 IO%~f day women, app~cants
27%-of day women admitted
TOTAL
33564% menDAY
STUDENTS
36% women/
(% of eve: (%ofeve.
applicants) " .applicants)
129/25%
- 71/28%
379/75% 70 14% of eve. men applicants
54% of eve. men admitted _
184/72% 4'-7 18%of eve. women applicants
66% of eve. women admitted
TOTAL - ,11760% men
EVENING 40% women
STUDENTS
2-THE ADVOCATE
1,SBA President's Report News Briefs
by Roy Baldwin with his idea in March and was .' this year. Demand: at least $300,
SBA President able ,10 convince the SBA' that probably more like $500. , ,Harold H. Greene, Chief Judge, Superior Court of the District of
Somehow I knew we'd be his publication was worthy of • Office supplies, phone bills, . Columbia, has been appointed Chairman of the World Association
hearing more about the SBA allocation out of the general' postage, paper, posters. mimeo of Trial Judges, a division of the World Peace Through Law Center.
Budget. An editorial in the last fund. If the SBA had committed <supplies. and all the other little Greene, who received both his B.~.-and J.D; from George
issue oLTh'e Advocate made a all of its funds in September of expenses of maintaining the Washington University, has served the District of Columbia bench
, good point. Why, it asked, does last year. it wouldn't have any ,SBA offices in their present for over ten years. This latest appointment is in conjunction with the
the S8A keep a large chunk of lying around in March to allow deterioration. Demand: at least Seventh World Law Conference, October 12-17, 1975, which has as
money ($3,200) to itself without Sebastian to experiment. $300. its theme the strengthening of the role of law in the world
letting the student body know" .We want to put out a community. , '
'what it's going to use the money , While SBA policy is not to Student Telephone Directory. It ,'Mary Ann Kelly ofthe University of Tulsa Law Sc~ool has been
for? commit the fund to any parti- .will cost its at least $1.000, of' appointed the chairperson of the ABA/LSD Women's Caucus.
.A well-taken question, to cular use, that does not mean which we can hope to recoup Women's groups at GW are urged to send her any information or
which an explanation is in order, that wedo not intend to spend it. $500 through subscriptions and questions they may have about women's programs. Write to 1212 S.
to wit: Here is a partial list of the ads. Demand: at least $500. Gary Ave., Tulsa OK 74104. '-- .
projects that are not firmed up • Sports committee prizes, The 1975Midwest Conference on Women and the Law,sponsored
yet but that will in all likelihood equipment rental, etc. Demand: by the Women's group of Washington University in St. Louis will be
demand funding sometime this at least $50, probably more like held October 24-26. Workshops include Government and Politics.
year. Take a look at them and $100. The Criminal Justice System, Business and Economics, Gay Rights"
decide for yourself if SBA is • Speakers: if we have orie or Athletic Discrimination, Ethics,Minority Women, Family Law and
being miserly in not committing two:Demand: $500. , Juvenile Law. In addition the University and a law school publica-
the fund-r to studentorgani- • Salaries of our office staff: tion called The Symposium are co-sponsoring an essay contest, The
zations. at slave wages, Demand: at least ,.. two winning entrants will each receive $25. Write the Women's
• Both student lounges need $2,000. -Group, Washington University School of Law, St. Louis MO.
new rugs and new paint and new ' . An exhibit of paintings by University Trustee.Iacob BumswiHbeat
drapes, just as a start. Demand: Add all those P!~grams up the Dimock Gallery (Lisner Auditorium Lower Level), October
anywhere from"$5OOto $1,500. and you see what' we're faced 16~31.A longtime benefactor of the University, Burns received his
• Computer time for the, 'with: a fund of $3,200 starting at LLB from GW in 1946, and has been awarded an honorary Doctor
Course Evaluation program, probably expenditures of at least of Laws. The Jacob Burns Law.Library is named after him. He is a
plus expenses of publishing a $3,300.' ' New York attorney specializing in corporate law, and presently is a
pamphlet containing the com- The conclusion is obvious; director of Revlon, Inc. '
ments that students put on the - there's no way we can come up James Goldman's The Lion in Winter will be staged at the GW
back of the course evaluation with the money to fund all of the 'theatre October 16-18 and 23-25. Admission is $2 for students.
forms last semester. Demand: bright ideas we currently have
$200 to $500, depending on kicking around the SBA, Iet
printing costs, labor, etc. alonq'leave some aside for future
ideas.
In other words, the SBA is in
the same position, as every
student organization _that we
fund: we have more ideas than
there is money.
The SBA is trying, to allocate
fairly the inadequate money we
have available.
It's a crime that we don't have
, ; . ". more m0!1ey to give to student
The World Peace Through Law Center ISa private orgamzahon of It' t SBA' f It th t
lawyers, judges and legal scholars of 135 countries who work" groudPos"thSano 0 s tahUouh~
t th . di ti I I' . . . d h we n ve m ney, goge er 10 tree 109 ega institutions towar t e goal of world peace D' K I . t d t .through law. /# ean ramer e ec ~ . 0 grve us
The 1975Conference at The Sheraton Park Hotel ha~\as its theme ~h~s~me ~u:let. th~Syea~ ast~e
the status of the Law of the World, as reflected in the ideals and a gtlVent Th edac y~arthor e
tical annlicati f h di . r 0 f h . recen pas. e ean IS e manprac rca a
t
PP
d
IctatlOnrts,o..t te .lscIP
h
lO
C
e. ver .our ~ oU
I
sa~d persons with the money, and he just
areexpec e 0 pa tcipa e 10 t e onvention, me udlOg several f .t "th
dozen GW law students. . re uses o.come across WI anx
Ad t" ..... , .'~ more of It for student orgam-........ emons ratton lOternattonal tnal WllIlOclude LlOda WelOste,lO, zations .
Roy Baldwin, Abdullah EI-Sayadi, Mark Gaffney, Ned- Rosch, .
Margaret Dee Tag, and Peter Suwak. These NLC students are clerks Pleaseturn to·p. 8
to international lawyers and judges, for the event, The Economic
Measures Case will be argued at 7:30p.m., Wed., Oct. IS, in the
Park Ballroom, (A registratiori badge is required for all events.)
Following is a calendar of sessions remaining in the Conference:
10/14 12:30 p.m. Treasury Secretary William Simon aeliyers
luncheon address. (Sheraton Hall) by Shelley Hayes admission which was afforded to
Approaches to the Problem of International ' On April 2Z, 1975 Alan'Roy persons of a different race. The'
Terrorism (Virginia Suite~ . . . Hollander filed a complaint. plaintiff based his cause 'of
Extension of Legal Services to the Poor in against Lloyd Hartmen Elliott, -'action on the Civil Rights Act of
Developing Countries (Continental Room) President of the George Wash- 1866 (42 U.S.c. §1981). He
International Humanitarian Law Applicable ington University, and Robert sought a preliminary injunttion
in Armed Conflict (Wilmington Room) Kramer, Dean of the National/pending the outcome of the
Implementation' of International Human Law Center, in the United States action and a permanentinjunc-'
Rights (Virginia Suite) District Court for the District of tion' requiring the defendants to
9:00 a.m. International Environment Law (Dover Columbia. In his complaint admit him to the NLC.
Room) Hollander alleged that the rejec-
Intellectual Property (Wilmington Room} tion of his' application for
- . admission to the class entering
The Utility of the Dnited Nations System ~he NLC in August 1975 was a
(Dover Room) • direct result of /an admissions '
The Consensus Definition of Aggre~sion policy whereby "persons of a
(Wilmington Room) different race than the plaintiff .
2:00 p.m., Governmental Interference with Lawyers in were admitted having similar, or
Pursuance of' their ,Professional .Duties less likelihood of success at the
(Virginia Suite) Center and at the Bar ...than the
Demonstration Trial-The Economic Mea- plaintiff".
sures Case (~,rk Ballroom) Hollanderfurther alleged that
10/16 9:00 a.m. Internationa\, Women's Year, Law and he was deprived of the right to
wome~~co~l~~~~I_ ~~~~ .. _-, .,: ~~~~. ~.~~~nf~~:? ~~ntr,:~, ~or •
The SBA has at its disposal a
fund of approximately $3,200,
made up of what was left out of.
our $5,000 allocation from the
Dean (after ,$3,100 was given
away to 'various student groups),
and the revenue from locker
rentals (totalling about $1,3(0).
This $3,200 fund is purposely
kept unencumbered so that it
will be available to meet con-
tingencies during the course of
the year-this has been the SBA
practice for as far back as our
financial records go. The point is
that lots of people get bright
ideas during the year that need
funding, and we wantto have at
least a little money. set aside so
that these ideas can be tried out.
That, by the way, is how the
Circle got started last spring-
Sebastian Graber came t(Y;me'
GW BALSA Host
Law Info.Session .:..0
panel ~f local Black law profes-'~
sors and deans will discuss
"Perspectives on Law School
Admissions and the Black Ap-
plicant", will highlight the day's
activities.
The purpose of the Law
School Information Day is two-
fold: 1) to provide undergradu-
ate minority students with in-
formation about law school ad-
missions and 2) to provide law
schools, nationwide, a forum for
recruitment of minority stu-
dents. .
Persons interested in attend-
ing should come to Marvin
Center at 9 a.m., October 17.
• SBA loses atleast $100 every
time we sponsor a party . We
want to have a least three more'
Peace Through-
LawConfererice
The G.W. BALSA .chapter
will host a Law School Infor-'
mation Day on Friday, October
17, 1975. -
The day will begin at 9 a.m,
and continue to,6 p.m.Recruit-
ers from law schools-across the
nation will be thereto interview'
and talk with prospective appli-
cants. During the .afternoon
session several workshops
will be conducted by local
BALSA members. These work-
shops will be devoted to issues
and questions pertaining to the
LSAT, financial aid, and the
total application procedure.
Aeanel discu,ssion, where a
NLCAdm;issio'ns, Challenged
admissions program allegedly
followed did not violate Section
1981 or'the "equal protection"
concept.
In addition, defendants as-
o serted,th~ plaintiff did not
allege that he would have been
admitted "but for" the fact that
he is a non-minority, nor did he
join the .George Washington
University, a necessary party to
Ute defendants filed a Motion .the action: Although the defend-
to Dismiss grounded on Rule 12 . ants' motion was denied, the
and Rule 19 of the Federal Rules parties signed a Stipulation to
of Civil Procedure. In their Dismiss with prejudice on July 8,
memorandum . in support· of, 1975.
their motion, defendants assert-
ed Section 1981 applies only to
racial discrimination against
non~whites and that the plaintiff
made no allegation that he was
not a white citizen. The defend-
ants further relied on the
argument that the minority ,
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00p.m.
10115 9:00 a.m.
9:00a.m.
2:00p.m.
2:00 p.m.
A follow-up o{ this aciton
reveals that Hollander is cur-
rently a first year student at the
State University of NewYork at
Buffalo. An attempt to interview
him has, to date, been unsuc-
cessful.
7:30p.m.
Panel Debates Legal Ethics
his own professional conduct.
Taken in conjunction with local
statutes, they offer several possi-
ble interpretations to a factual
situation. The best, policy, he
suggested, is to be careful, keep
notes, use your own conscience,
maint~in strict independence,
and withdraw from any case in
which a client refuses to follow
your advice.
The legal affairs reporter for
The Washington Post spoke
next on the tragedy, as he viewed
it, of Richard Kleindeinst having
received only token punishment
, for perjury before the Watergate
Grand Jury. John McKenzie
himself not an attorney, argued
that the former Attorney Gener-
al. should have been charged
with a felony and automatically
suspended. if the American
people'~ confidence in the legal
profession was to be maintained.
As !t is, he said, too many people
believe the Court 'of Appeals
refused to sentence the man
because he was alawyer.
Kenneth Parkinson, a partner The right to advertise fees
in the, firm of Jackson, Parkin- belongs to every lawyer, asserted
son and Jackson, discussed the Benny Kass, of the firm of
way ethical requirements have Boasberg, Hewes, Klores &
changed in the twenty-three Kass. Where one practitioner
years since he .received his JD has a low cost, high volume
from George Washington Uni- speciality in the field of people
versity. Neither then nor now has law, then people should be able
that I~w;~~hcmll had.aicourse: tp .~hop awt somp'a!'e. The
specifically devoted to ethics. pl;'bhc ha~a" right to know,
This year for, the first time, wltho~t being forced to resort to
however. ethics was-a required Martmda~e !lubbell, t~e l.ocal
subject area on the District of bar association,. or their friend
Columbia, Bar Exam, with the (who under the Ca~ons cann~t
question being based on the e~e.n recommend hlm~elt). It IS
ABA Canons. ' rtdlCulous,. Kass contmued, for
Monroe Frtedman to be allowed
to advertise his book, or for Kas!>\
to be allowed to advertise his
name without indicating he is an
attorney, While at the same time
not allowing Benny Kass to
'by f;>liverDenier Long
, . Editor,
A panel discussion on Lawyers
~rofesslonal Ethics at the Na-
tt~tial ~awyers Club Thursday
night hIghlighted the very large
gap between conduct and ethical
responsibility in the legal' profes-
sion. ChiefJudge Harold Greene
of> t~e Superior Court .of the
District of Columbia was moder-
'atot: 'of the panel discussion
-amongKennem Parkinson John
M~Kenzie, Benny Kass, M~nroe
Frledman,and Antonin Scalia.
'. ,. ':
, Central issues were the way a
private attorney should conduct
an ethical practice, how a one
month suspended sentence' for
former Attorney General Rich-
ard Kleindeinst should serve as'
an affront to professional ethics
why lawyers should be permitted
to, advertise-- misconduct by
public prosecutors, and finally
, the character of ethics in the
federal bar. Each panelist made
a twenty minute presentation.
Parkinson went on'to explain
how the Canons. divided into
Ethical Considerations and Dis-
ciplinary Rules. have served as
axiomatic statements" governing
" ' ,Internt l Law Weekertd
_DCPot Laws MaybeE,ased
. "b,.,Do~~ ;~.u.'. ( '.i~tisC;iDi'strlct: Cominitt~," has :ti~rt imp~bab~~' ~ritU~ni~ri;~;F;d
The D.C. City founcll last polled the members of that after the Holiday recess. Ifa veto
week t~nt~tiv~ly app~?ved a plan committee to d~termine support ,.proposal is put before the
to decrirninallze mariJuana. By a. ,for a Congressional veto effort. Congress. it will be a touchy
vote of 8-4, -the Council passed a Diggs, who is personally op- matter. A power struggle be-
bill which would remqve crimi- posed to the D.C. bill, reportedly tween the city government and
nal penalties for private posses- feels any change in the District Congress will be compounded by
. sion and 'use of grass, and marijuana laws should be at the the sensitivity of the marijuana
'substitute a maximum ''civil -,' hands of Washington's Law issue. As the Sttlr reported, the
liability of a $100 fine. (See The .Review Commission. Until this men on the Hill are wary. Asked
Adv~cate, September 30). bill, Diggs had been a staunch one, "If we're going to be having
Voting in favor ofthe bill were supporter of home rule. a Bicentennial celebration here
Council Chairman Tucker and The law cannot take effect next year with a Disneyland,
Councilpeople Barry, Hobson, until after the thirty legislative parade ahd peopl~_ smoking
Clarke, Wilson, Shackleton, day period for Congressional grass on the Monument grounds,
Dixon, an~ Coates. Registering action, making final determina- how will that go down?"
no votes were Douglas Moore, ...--------' ----,..~.---.;;;;..;...--------------.,
Jerry Moore, Nadine Winter and
Willie Hardy. William Spauld-
ing voted present. .
Under the legislative pro-
cedures of the D.C. home rule,
the bill must undergo a second,
final vote within thirteen calen-
dar days. That vote has been
scheduled for Tuesday, October
21.
, The proposed law then goes to
Mayor Walter Washington, who
will have ten days to approve or "
veto the bill. It would appear
that the mayor is required to
take affirmative action on the
bill and is not free to perform- a
pocket veto.
After action by the mayor,
Congress is allowed thirty legis-
lative days to disapprove of the,
law. The veto must· clear both
houses within that period, or the
bill automatically becomes law.
Recent activities on the Hill
suggest that battle lines may be
forming over the possible change
in D.C.'s pot laws, and over the
power of the District to govern
itself. It was reported in the
Odobe,r dO Washingto1J,.Star.,
that R'ep. Charles C. Diggs
. (D-Mich~),_ Chairman_ of the
advertise that he is an attorneyr
The greatest reason why there'
, is so little preventive law the way
there is preventive medicine is
not that clients are scared of fees
or a bad professional reputation.
It is that they don't know
lawyers exist. We owe the public
preventive legal services, and
Goldfarb, the recent Virginia
caseon abortion -ads, the ABA
hearings on updating the Can-
ons, and the frequency of private
suits on lawyers advertising all
suggest the profession is headed
in the right direction .. _
Monroe Friedman, Dean of
Hofstra University Law School
and former George Washington
Law Professor (!957-1973), pre-
sented Robert Kennedy's prose-
cution of Jimmy \ Hoffa as an
example of prosecutorial mis-
conduct. Where Hoffa de-
nounced Kennedy as a rich
man's son who had never earned
a nickel in his life, the Kennedy-
response", according to Fried-
man, was to "get" Hoffa. This,
Please turn to p. 6
What you find in international law, andhow to get a job there, are
topics of an "International Law Weekend" sponsored by
Georgeto~n Law Center, October 17-18. Ten dollars covers
.receptions, visits to law firms and international agencies in the
District of Columbia; speeches, and a banquet Saturday evening.
The program is_sponsored by the Georgetown International Law
Club, and the International Law Section of the ABA.
, The week-end program features two special events. The first is at
10;30 a.m. Saturday, when atwo hour panel discussion probes-"U.S.
Regulation of Overseas Payments by U.S. Corporations." Panel
moderator Seymour Rubin is Executive Director of the American
Society of International Law, and a professor of law at American
University. Panel members are Richard Barnet, Co-director,
Institute for Policy Studies, Co-Author, Global Reach, (attendance
tentative>; Mark Feldman,.-Deputy Legal Advisor, Department of
State; Milton Freeman, Senior Partner, Arnold & Porter; Theodore
Levine Assistant Director, Division of Enforcement, Securities and·
Exch~~ge Commission; and Arnol? McC.alm~nt, ~resident,
Technical Communications Corporatton. ThiS discusSIOn takes
place in the Moot Courtr00in at Georget~wn Law Center:
The second major ~vent of the weekend IS the banquet dmner at
which Tom J. Farer will speak. on "The Panama Canal
Negotiations-An End to l.'-; Imp.erialism in Latin America?" Farer
is Special Assistant to ihe. Assi~tant S.~cretary of State .for
Inter-American Affairs. The dmner IS at 7:30 p.m. at Chez CamIlle,
1736 DeSales Street, N.W. (alungside the Mayflower Hotel).
Registration for the full program is 6 to 10 p.m. Thur ..day,
-October 16, in the main lounge as Georgetown Law Center. Every'
student concerned with internation,al law. :pract,~~e o,t d~?·;,
placement should be there.
mE ADVOCATE-3
Monroe,
Freedman
'Interviewed
Q: Would you please describe the activity of the Committee on
Legal Ethics of the Unified Bar, and the purpose It Is setting ont for
Itself In revising the Code of Ethics? .
A: Th~ ~gal Ethics -Co~mittee ,,:as s~ up by the governing board
o~the District of Columbia Bar which IS the so-called Unified Bar
w~th two general areas, of j?ris.diction. The first is to give opinion~
With regard to lawy~rs ethics m response to questions that may be
ask~d by lawyers or indeed by members of the public. What we have
?eclded, at least temporarily is .that our function in that regard is to
Interpret the Code of Professional Responsibility as it bas been
adopted in the District of Columbia and not to extend our decisions
beyond that into, for example, holdings that although the Code
clearly says one thing. that is unconstitutional and therefore the
lawyer should disregard it.
. On the. other hand we also have another area of jurisdiction which
IS proposing amendments to the Code of Professional Responsibility
We ha~e a subcommittee that works on that, and that reports to th~
Committee. And then the Committee, if the amendments .are
adopted by the Committee, will report those to theBoard of
Governors. From there, any such proposal would have to go, to the
D.C. Court of App~als, or possibly to the D.C. Council depending
upon what powers 10 that regard have been given to the Council
through the Home Rule Act. __
fUlYllIIT
JUPERS PEEPEt
"Idle ..... )1.. de .............. croc.............. d..........
", .-.-II~
!'liar• ....., .... creared , )1_ .-II"IIP,. to ..... ~.
80ft.., c.... 1ad d.......
., .... Y'• .-II......,odirY'. eel....... ,or3'" •••
'I. t" " f" I I •
To The Editor: ' 'ttfa( poor boy (referring to Craig Smith)? He was
As-National Chairperson of LaRaza National seriously contemplating throwing himself in front
Law Students Association, I wish to respond to of a truck last night." Is this to be considered an
Ms. Gold's letter regarding The Montreal apology also? And as to Ms. Gold's "public
"Incident." Ms. Gold, President of the ABA/LSD apology," the statement did not sufficiently
points out in her letter that Craig Smith made two address the issue. It,only acknowledged the fact
public apologies. However, she fails to mention.that the incident occured.
that Craig Smith's one so called public apology, In Ms. Gold's letter she refers to extending a
was done in jest. This so called public apology was ' welcome to La Raza. And, yet her so-called
obviously nofintended as a sincere apology for his overtures .of reconciliation' threaten to: remove
insulting statement but rather was intended as a from' office any La Raza member holding a
ruse-for the enjoyment of the audience. It was position ofJeaderShip within the ABA/LSD.
clear-from the audience's reception of his "public Furthermore, wewere extremely insulted by her
ap.ology" that they did not view the "apology" as remarks that the ABA/LSD has a lot of money
a sincere one, for when he made his so called for grants and liaison positions - which we should
"public apology", they laughed and snickered. Is a . consider· before "causing more trouble." 'Her
joke supposed to be considered an apology? '-conceptioQSof L~ Raza and its struggle are totally
.As to his second "public apology", there was erroneous if she .believes that concessions for
none. i\Ithough Craig Smith presented a letter of grants and liaison positions or 'publicity are what
Legal ethics are sometimes emphasized too little in law apology to La Raza, he absolutely refused to read we are looking for. "
school education when there' is no' legal ethics course. Dean the apology to the House of Delegates. His reason Our concern," as .an organization active in the
Friedman has effectively countered this problem at Hofstra' being, "If I make a public apology it will divide struggle for human dignity and human living
University Law School. Students there may choose electives on the ABA/LSD. Too many people think that La conditions, is deeper than the mere act of an
the subject, as taught by Friedman or Judge Marvin Frankel. Raza is making too much of the incident." agent of -fier organization making grossly
But whether or not they take the electives, there is a It is only just that an individual who makes an insulting remarks. We are more concerned with
guaranteed ten hours of ethics in every course on contracts. No insulting statement in public should apologize in the effects of such remarks, as they reflect
student graduates with less than ten hours of instruction in public. If Craig Smith was sincere, he would have attitudes and insensitivity within her organiza-
this vitally important-subject> . ,read his apol~gy. to the House of Delegates. . ti,on. No numerous telephone calls displaying
. However, he did not. distress on her part nor politico offers in any way
For sev~ral years the NLC has been sea~c~mg for- a profes- As to Mr. Smith's numerous private apologies, address the issue of the effects of the remarks on
sor of ethics, only to conclude that the topic IS better handled- La Raza delegates caucused all night. Not once the Latino Community as a whole. These actions
as part o~le~al.re~earch cla.sses.., did Craig Smith come to La Raza and apologize are not the actions of a professional.
Many jurisdictions now include ethics as a mandatory field for his insulting statement. When Ms. Gold came ,As she has been informed before, neither
in their bar examinations, notably the District of Columbia. to La Raza privately that night, she did not ask threats-nor offers of money and more liaison
Given this fact, and the recent suggestions that professional what ammends could be made but rather, positions are overtures" of reconciliation.
responsibility is not maintained at a sufficiently high level, questioned how La Raza could do this to her. En Paz y Lucha,
perhaps the National Law Center should consider instituting a That we w~re cutting her off at the knees. This is '. Jose Medina, National Chairperson
program like the one at Hofstra. an apology. When Ms. Gold came to La Raza the La Raza National Law Students Association,
.. . . following morning before the House of Delegates Dora E. Flores, National Secretary .
I assembled she asked, "How can you do, this to La Raza National Law Students Associationwqt Abttntati
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Scholars Gather
Outside of Classroom
At the National Law Center we are. required to participate
in a considerable amount of casebook learning, as .we get
swept along by our competitive peers. This approach to law, .
while typical of most law schools, unfortunately may lead to
the conclusion that learning the discipline is only a classroom
and textbook experience. Clinical law courses, writing for a
legal periodical or The Advocate; or participating in a student
organization in the Law Center have all been discussed as
important enrichments of a student's legal education.
This week highlights an additional form of enrichment,
which is gatherings of legalscholars outside the classroom.
The World Peace Through Law Conference-Is the prime
example. Here are a series of panel discussions with the
leading lawyers arid jurists from 135 nations, not to mention
the opportunity for interaction with all the professors, judges,
.lawyers and Congressmen who are Conference attendees.
If it takes food to persuade law students to diversify their
education, then what about a reception like the one at Antioch
this evening from 7 to 9 pm, in honor of foreign law students?
(Persons wishing to attend must make reservations between 10
am and 2 pm at 223-1482.)
This weekend, for students who would never miss a class
just to attend a convention, the Georgetown International Law
Club has its own mini-conference, with personalized tours of
local international firms and agencies. (For details, see the
news story on page 3.)
Admittedly thegatherings this week all relate to inter-
.national law. But the point is for each individual to find extra-
curricular legal activities during the year which allow a person
to benefit from the incomparable opportunities available in
Washington, D.C. __ .>, , '.,'
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ApologyRei terated ....
October 8, 1975 _ to La Raza and' feels that the two groups have
much to offer each other. However; rehasing [sic]
the past contributes nothing to 'the long range
goals of La Raza and LSD/ABA. It would seem
that the sensible approach at this point is to go
forward from here,workiilg together, to~nsure
thatthose factors leading to insensitive remarks
do.not occur in toe future.
No group has ever been able to muzzle all of
its members. Let us hope that we are all
professional enough to understand that an
individual's ignorance should not destroy the
future relationship between, two organizations
that can do much for.each other.
To the Editor:
Irwish to comment on the letter in your
September 5" 1975, column, regarding "the'
incident" at the LSD/ ABA awards banquetjn
·Montreal. It should be pointed out that the
speaker, Craig Smith, made two (2) public
apologies, as well as, numerous private' ones, for'
his insensitive remark. I, as President-elect,
made two (2)private apologies as well as a public
statement apologizing for any hurt caused by the
remark and denouncing such statements made
within an LSD/ABAJorum.
As a National organization, certainly' the
LSD/ABA does not condone racist or sexist
remarks. The Division has extended a welcome
Sincerely,
Lynne Gold
President, LSD/ABA
.~..La Raza Responds
Spouses~Hayride, and Cookout
" by M.e. Gooding
The G.W. Law Spouses Club·
is having an old-fashioned hay-
ride through the Virginia coun-
tryside on Saturday, October 25,
at 7:30 p.m. Following the hay-
ride will be a cookout over a big
bonfire-hot dogs, marshmal-
lows, and beverages will be
provided.
Everyone is invited to attend
(members and non-members-
it's not too late to join the clubl),
The, ,co,sr : is only $2.00 pe!
couple; but we would appreciate' miles, where you turn right on
advance reservations-at least Bull Run Post Office Road. The
by October 24. To assure your site of die hayride is the Moun-
place on the hay wagon, or for tain View Ranch which- is the
more information, call Linda first driveway onfhe left after
Coon:y at 864~5684 or Martha' you turn onto Bull Run Post
Goo? mg.at 573-8768. Office Road. Bring yOMguitars,
Directions to the hayride are banjos, etc., wear warm clothes,
as follows: Take the Beltway to and we'll see you there. '
Interstate 66 (Exit 9). Continue .
going west on 1-66 to the Route In case of inclement weather,
2.8 Centerville exit. Then turn we shall meet at the Rathskeller
right on highway 29-211 and at Marvin Center at 7:30 p.m, on
continue west for about three' the 25th. .
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Sweet Bird-One to Catch
by E. Sue Shapiro 'Chance of his mother's death. clan' father, Boss Finley, who
Veneralvdisease, ,impotence, The men are not alone in the prevented her marriage to
."-Castration: these are the themes room. On the bed is dormant ' Chance when the lovers were
Tennessee WiUiams uses to cele-' lump of pink satin which, will young and clean.~"Papa,. you
, brate the creative sexual com- move, rise, and take over the married for love...why wouldn't
,-ponent ofJove in "Sweet Bird of play. The Princess Kosmonopol- you' let me?" Despite her
Youth," playing this week at is, -brilliantly played by Irene ", father's bluster, Heavenlyrecog-
Kennedy Center's EisenhowerrWorth, was screen star Andrea nizes..that her complete loss of
Theater. , ' • del Lago in her youth. Now she sexuality is the one thing Boss
<The play opens in the hotel - keeps moving-from town to town hits 'always wanted.
, room, of 29 year old Chance to forget old age and her Boss, who once had a vagrant
-Wayne (Christopher Walken), a humiliating failure at a come- Negro castrated; isobsessed 'by
would-be actor back in his back, shielding herself from the sex from all its smutty perspec-
~uisiana home town. The room glare of the present with a phony ,tives. Despite impotence,' he
Issuggestive'ly strewn with most name, dark glasses, thief-proof .rnaintains a mistress for show
of Chance's clothes, white jewel travelers' checks, pills, liquor, and campaigns on a platform of
cases, and a white fox Wrap. and firm young men to love the racist and sexual fear: preserv-
Here Chance is confronted by youth back into her body. ing the. purity and virginity of
Dr. George Scudders, the town's Despite the frequent collapses white' Southern womanhood. His
leading surgeon and fiance of ,of her lungs and composure, her son, Tom junior, a whining,
Heavenly Finley,' the woman wrinkles, and' her pathetic un- sadistic chip off the old block,
, Chance loves. The' doctor tells necessary disguises/the Princess enthusiastically follows Boss' or-
- knows how to get exactly what ders, . ','
T·,he Legacy' of...Jame' s D,e,an' she wants from her young lover, "Sweet Bird" is so powerful. making Chance, for all his «and absorbing a work 'thatmuscles and capped teeth, her WiUiams can be forgiven certain
_ slave. The balance between them overuses of symbolism for-which
by Catherine Tinker Rink stakes' out-his new piece of felt safer on the racetrack than in the opening scene is so tightly he should squirm. Names, for
1956. Opening night of Giant: land by packing it off with the on the highway. conceived and executed that it is' instance. What ..mistaken im-
hysterical crowds scarcely look biggest strides he can manage. The two " most 'memorable' impossible 'to pick the more pulsejnade Williams call the .
atElizabeth Taylor, Rock Hud- We're swinging right with him to anecdotes in the film reveal downtrodden of the two. But it is untalented, hard-up hero who is
son. or Marilyn Monroe outside 'the top of the windmill, settling Dean's personality as his friends the Princess who holds the losing his once-prized beauty,
the theatre. waiting only to see down on that platform to survey saw him. At parties Dean audience spellbound "as she his youth,and his bit parts in
their hero appear. unwilling to his new world. Not a word, but delighted in sitting off ina confronts it; sinuous in pink - shows,. "Chance Wayne"? In
believe. that James Dean was every gesture and ·movementare corner obnoxiously playing the satin, with thestory of her flop what overwritten ironic vein did
killed in a high-speed car crash' solid, expressive, Dean; deter- 'bongodrums, looking up now and of her former glory, which he name his bitter, gutted-out.
the year before. - mined to fight the world and,win and then to make sure he was excites her. Like Maggie ......in shell of a beautiful girl "Heaven-
There have been' other stars in his way. disrupting conversation suffi- Williams' "Cat onia Hot Tin ly"? Itwas a good idea tocreate:
surrounded by cults after early Dean's individualism shines-> ciently with the noise.' Another Roof", she' is most compelling-the part of the hillbilly heckler
deaths. but Dean remains througheveryrole.'Connolly~-time, when he wasisupposed to when, aroused. ,With· the Prin- shadowing-Boss and undermin-
unique. James Dean started the tries to connect Dean's uncon- film the first scene in Giant with cess, as with other characters in ing his public speeches. But it
youth culture with his portrayals ventionality onthe screen with Elizabeth Taylor, he was too the-play, it is sexual desire, or was bad taste to have the
of teenagers as people with styles his real-life personality, Director nervous. So' while everyone the memory of it, which trans- hillbilly deliver a sermon in the
and customs all their own. Nicholas Ray., actresses "Leslie waited, Dean walked toward the forms futileor grasping person- hotel bar explicitly outlining-the
Dean made only J films before Caron and Natalie, Wood, and_spectators crowded a few hun- alties into persons of force and play's message, to the back-
his death at age 24, but they, actor Sal Mineo (who had roles dred feet back from the set, stature. 'ground of organ/music from
were all hits: East of Eden. in both Giant arid Rebel With- stopped. pissed, walked back on All evil in the play stems from Boss" rally being conducted
Rebel Without -a' Ca~sei and out a Cause) tell anecdotes about the set, and played the scene the inability to enjoy or accept offstage.
Giant. A.F.I. showed all three at Dean's difficult personality .on perfectly. Dennis Hopper claims sex as a: clean, healthy act. That v- However, these deficiencies in ' '
the Kennedy Center last week, the. set, his refusal to. follow ~~at Dean l~ter explaine?, capacity is a line dividing the.. the play are largely overcome -,
and previewed a new documen- . pohte customs (ft"0rt:I..hlsearly Well, I knew If I could I:ee m townspeople· right down" the by the production. The Kennedy
tary by Ray Connolly called days .ha~ging around th~ Ac~or's . front of ~O,OOOpeople,domg a middle. Even after Chance has Centerversion is effectively, if
James Dean: First American, Studio In New York), hIS bisex- scene WIth Eltzabeth Taylor given .Heavenly the venereal redundantly.vstaged with .what
Teenager. uality. and his love of fast racing would be easy."" disease which costs her a looks like the set from last year's
, cars. Ironically, just before his Dean as outlaw has 'captured hysterectomy, she never blames ,"Cat," Walken executes a con-
The documentary put togeth- fatal highway crash, Dean, the imagination 9f his followers. him for an "unfaithful" act vincingly sexy but wooden
e~baby photos, scenes. fr,om t~e filmed a TV commercial warn- He's not afraid to, s~and afone of love which finally infects her; Chance,' who seems tp be
hIgh school yearb~ok 10 Dean.s ing kids to be careful;saying he against society. Instea~ she blames her politi- showing off more for the benefit
home town of FaIrmont, Indl- . . of the audience than for "the
ana, and clips from his early/' h S 1 benefit of the townspeople he is
T.V.showsandB-moviesinNew NCF A SoW's cu ptures trying to awe; As a character,
York and Hollywood. Inter- ,," __ / Chance is.pathetically naive but
wovenwith these were complete ,/ not stupid. Unfortunately,
scenes from the 3 films and by HarrY A. Gavalas . years. "It is, in every sense of "the word, a Walken's Chance is both. .
interviewswith actresses, actors, Washin"gton's budding art colony was out in celebration. ' , Miss Worth's performance,
producers, and directors who full force Thursday night, October 2, for the This collection of forms is festive in its while not always focal to the
worked with Dean. opening of the National Collection of Fine Arts' appearance ~nd explosive in its import. The aim . story, justifies every superlative
The cutting was choppy artd new exhibition, "Sculpture: Ameriean Directions, of "American Directions" is not to study one thing that can be said about the
the. interviews dragged on, re- 1945.1975." The black tie affair was a great school of sculpture or to evidence evolution, but show. Her creation of the
vealing more about the speak~rs' success; champagne and hor d'oeurvres flowed as rather to capture a Persian market sort of feeling Princess is so complex as to .defy
egos than about the man they local and national personalities wandered which reflects the extraot:dinary diversity of adjectives, and shou.ld really be
claimed as friend. Nevertheless, through the gallery, the fashion conscious' insights and jobs provided by tJte American seen to be appreciated. She
Dean fans will revet· in the paraded by in designer outfittings and conver- sculptor from 1945 to the present. The exhibition bt:ought I. to the role a greater
memorabilia and nostalgia just sation centered on, Betty Ford's absence, it ! is not inclusive; it only seeks to present the wide vitality than the_playwright
as much as sculptor Kenneth seemed!heEmperorofJapan was in town. '.. range of sculptural activity:-The works are wrote into it, amply earning the
Kendall does in the film as he organized by the way in which they are perceived: standirig ovation she received
displays his collection of ties, Perhaps those most beaming were the museum those that are more formal in structure, for - from a' good portion' of the
belts, and shirts worn by Dean in people themselves. A glint of pride could example, are/ set apart from those that are audience, The performances of
his J main roles. justifiably be found in their eyes of Watler Hopps, associational. the supporting characters, pard-
Dennis Hopper indulges hi' cutator of contemporary painting and sculpture The artists represented vary from the· well- cularly the bony and forbidding,
hero-worship in the film, too~ for the NCFA; Val Lewton, designer of the. known, such as Calder and Oldenburg, to the heckler-preacher, are strong and
recalling how Dean became his exhibition; and Marge Byers, public affairs many not-so-well·known. Their wo~ks are prot complementary.
teacher on the set, of Giant. director.' ducts of a movement which has allowed the artist "Sweet Bird of Youth" may
Hopper strides up to the camera The exhibition itself, scheduled to run from to be free to use shapes, forms and ideas prove to be a triumph of this
in jeans and Western hat in the October,J through November 30, was, of course, according to his own conceptions. season's local theater, one which
middle of the open range. Then the cause of all this excitement. The NCFA refers "Ice Flower" by Rockne Krebs, an exceptional may not be equalled for some
the film cuts to Dean's unforget- to the exhibit as a celebration of the trends work, is made of transparent acrylic sheet and time and which no person with a
table scene in Giant when~ Jett, ,American sculpture has' taken in 'the,last thirty Please turn to p.6 free evening should m~ss.
~~'~,:""',:",~ ., ,ji'
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"Why yes, it's called the Sands of
Tonkin. Why do you ask?"
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( A Q.uestion Of Ethics
/
Continued from p~ 3
prosecution in a situation of
personal animosity was a ,viola-
tion of Canon 5-101 (a) of the
Code of Professional Responsi-
bility, and it goes on all the time.
Whatever the merits of the case,
there was a strong appearance of,
impropriety. I
Another example of prosecu-
torial misconduct, said Fried-
man, is illustrated in an "incred-
ibly bad book" about to be
published by George B. Higgins.
There, the thesis is that Earl
Silbert took so long to lodge the
Watergate indictments only be-
cause the people involved were
his own friends and superiors.
The most frequent Incident of
abuse, however, is the suppres-
sion of trial evidence by the
prosecution, in cases where the
material might favor, the de-
fense. Friedman concluded with
the view that any colorable
charge of police or prosecutorial
abuse should necessarily compel
the appointment of a special
prosecutor.
'SBACurriculum Meeting
declares that the US always wins would be profoundly regretful,
when justice is done in its courts. however, if lawyers were just
And therefore, Scalia suggested, another bunch of people out
government lawyers are proba- there to make a buck. Adver-
.bly even more restrained in rising is not a constitutional
zealously pursuing the interest issue. or, a question of moral
of their client than a private imperative, but something "to
lawyer might be. Watergate had, be deaated on its merits."
nothing to do with whether or
not lawyers received a good
course in legal ethics. The prob-
lem is in the society not educa-
ting its people in the fundamen-
tals of morality. You do not start Professor Donald Rothschild,
teaching morality inlaw school, announced last Friday the re-
becaiise "One doesn't need a placements he has selected to
course in subtleties and legal Iteach his courses in the Spring.
refinements to know its wrong to Commercial Paper will be
lie and cheat and steal." taught by Professor Jeffrey
Albert, Collective Bargaining is
under the tutelage of Larry
Seibel, Problems of the Con-
sumer (clinical), has Justin P.
Klein, and the Consumer Sem-
, .
The SBA Curriculum Committee will hold its next meeting on .
T d October 14 in the' new student lounge. Committeeues ay, ' . d i .
, membership is still open to any students' intereste ~n improvmg
course offerings and' scheduling at the NLC. Chairperson Pat
Gauvey is seeking a' better turnout from se~ond year day
student~, in particular. Broad-based representatlo~ of all sector
of the school- community, Gauvey has .noted, is absolutely
essential if the committee is to be effective.
New Profs Next Semester
"Law is not a profession more
'inclined than others to make a
man moral and virtuous. More
the opposite." Scalia said he
,inar will be run by Barbara and Collective Bargai~ing,:and'
Gregg. Each of these choices is work on writing a"caseb~6~. '
leader in the respective field, Professor Albert, a specialist
and Professor Rothschild com- 'in the banking aspect of com-
ments that he has gone to .mercial paper, is presently co-
considerable effort to retain the' authoring a casebook on negot-:
most qualified people available. iable instrument law With Pro",
Professor Rothschild will be at fessor Rothschild: (Rothschild's
the University of Michigan Law complimentary specialty is the
School for the Spring semester;
where he will teach Labor Law -, Please turn to p. 8 col. 4
Freedman Favors Ethics InLawSchool
\
Continued from p. 3 Ad think it is a serious defect on a couple' of grounds. First,
, .' , because itis vague and lnconsistent.and laeks specificity, it does not
Assistant Attorney General Q: What Is the best ~ay for a ~aw school to teach ethics to a give adequate guidance to the bar, and that is a failing simply in
Antonin Scalia spoke on how student. And~ Indeed, is It appropnate for a law school to have an helping members of the bar to act-in professionally responsible ways.
government lawyers dispose of ethics course. A further problem is that it is not consistent with due process under
ethical problems: Basically, he 'j the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution or the Fourteenth
said, they do not have ethical ' ,~'\. A Amendment to discipline lawyers for failure to live up to standards, A: I think it is appropriate for law schools to teach ethics.' nd Iproblems. ,They are not, for that are vague or inconsistent or otherwise lacking in providing, like both" methods. There is a running debate as to whether the
example. concerned over being _ 11d .. ... th d' better That is where ethics are sufficient notice, in this case to a lawyer that whathe 'or she may be
too greedy about fees. They do so ca e. pervasrve me 0 .1S. d 1 about to do isImprop er.
not face the conflict of interest of' taught III every course, as an integral part of what stu. ents earn.
having multiple inter-related And the other point of view is that there should be a particular ..' ••
clients, since they only have one. course. I think that both approaches are appropriate. - Q: What mSlghts hare you gamed mto the theory of legal
But there are some exceptions, The problem with the pervasive method alone" certainly education since you have become Dean of Hofstra?
like the Equal Employment historically, has been that since everybody has a resonsibility to A: Well, I found that a dean doesn't really have too much to say
Opportunity Counsel in each, teach it, nobody does. We cope with that at Hofstra by having an' about a lot ofthings.I enjoy being dean very much. I have confirmed
agency who may' seem to serve explicit agreement on the part of each of the three professors who ,I some very strong feelings that I've had about admissions processes.
two masters, or the government teach contracts that in the contracts course there will be avery We have extremely high academic standards for admission at
lawyer who promotes American substantial infusion of concern with legal ethics. So, for example, I Hofstra. Weacc;epted last year 235 students out of over 3,000
\ Indian rights while the govern" can certify to the bar of a particular state or to the ABA which has applicants. And the quality was extraordinary. But whereas virtually
ment is the trustee of the an accreditation provision in this regard, that students at Hofstra get every other law 'school in the country is focusing only on academic
Indians' land. Perhaps the clear- at least ten classroom hours of instruction in the Code. And I know criteria, specifically grade point average and LSAT score in order to
. est example is a federal suit for a fact that they get that in the contracts course. predict success in the first year in law school, we recognize that
currently being litigated in In addition, I teach a one hour classroom in legal ethics, whith a that's a given. The quality is so high at Hofstra as at other schools
Alexandria, to force a salary paper at the end of the course. And we also have Judge Marvin that you just don't lose people in the first year or thereafter for
increase, for government em- Frankel who formerly was a full-time professor at Columbia Law academic reasons.
ployees. It will be difficult for a School, and now is one of the most distinguished j~dges on the And so the traditional reason for setting up academic criteria, that
government lawyer to argue fed~ral bench. J~?ge Frankel teaches 'a ~o hour semmar on legal is to avoid taking people who can't make i~ in the first year is not
against the increase. and for a ethics, also requmng a paper. So we covent both ways. Although my realIy relevant now. And so what I'm trying to do is to look ahead,
federal judge to decide the case. course and Judge Frankel's are electives, contracts of course five, ten, twenty years and make conscientious judgments as to what
Under 18 USC 207 a govern- ,everyb~dy takes.·~ kinds of people these will be as lawyers. And what that means is that
ment employee is precluded we have an unusual group of people at Hofstra. They're people that
from participating in a decision have in very significant, substantial ways demonstrated concern
in which his family has' a, Q: You say at the conclusion of your new book Lawyers' Ethics in thr?ug? direct involvement in problems of thecommunity, problems
financial interest. An Adversary System, that the execution of the Code of Ethics is of justice, problems o.f law reform. And we have a much larger
marred by considerable lack of specificity and avoidance of difficult proportion of people With concerns for the community and for law as
. The motto on the wall outside Issues. Is it Otting for the Code to be so broadly based? Or should it an instrument of social change than I would venture to say any other
the Attorney General's office . grapple)"lth these Issues that attom~ys Jlre confronting? school in thecountry. '
Senior Law StudentS: Be a bar Anyone interested in forming a
review course rep. Commission
+ basis. Day & night schools. Call - RISK CLUB -collect. Md. Bar Review Course, contact Marty Malin at 1?16-6835Inc: (301) 875-2472.
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Sculpture ShowOpens
Continued from p. 5 metallic mobile, and made, it would seem, for the
transparent dye. Thelong sharp lines which the- sheer fun of watching it.
acrylic sheets trace bring ice bergs to mind, while For the abstract, Dan Flavin's "Puerto Ri~an
the transparent colors provide the softness of a Lights" is no more than three flourescent light '.
flower. Despite the adverse qualities ,of the tubes. .
materials, a beautiful image is produced. 'The themes vary from earth conservation to,the
"Painted Bronze," by Jasper Johns, is a super alienation of modern society. "Rocks and Mirror
realist representation of a coffee can 'with paint. Square II," by Robert Smithson, is a.. sculpture'
brushes standing in it. The bite of it is that it was· made of.rocks and mirrors which captures all the
cast in bronze and painted. The artist has taken a out of doors; but since the work is enclosed
material traditionally sacred and brought it,down reminds us ofthe encroachment upon our naturai
to earth. As the title might indicate, the fact that surroundings. ,."
it was made ou t of bronze is more important than George .Segal's "The Curtain" is a stark
what it physically represents. '. _ ,,' .representation :.of,',a: woman,::.luoking •.()U{.-.Qr.;-a-.,
"Calderberry" by AlexandetCalde~ is a huge window from behind a curtain.
FETSHal£ a Success
, ..
SBA's' new First~year Exam
Techniques Seminars (F.E.T.S.)-
Progfam is "at least half a
success so far" according to the
sponsors of the program.
Under the F.E.T.S. Program,
small groups of first-year stu-
dents in the same section of a
course will meet for a total of at
least five hours with an upper-
class student who has taken the
course from the same professor.
Each group will concentrate on
gaining skills in how to write a
good exam for-the particular
professor. I
As of Friday only about 15
upperclass students had volun-
teered to be group leaders.
"This situation puts us in a
real bind," said third year
student David Lee. We're'faced
with the choice between keeping
'each group at the 10-person level
we originally decided upon and
thereby turning away dozens of
first-year students who have
expressed' an interest in the
groups, and making each group
as large as necessary to accomo-
date the demand."
Lee indicated the committee
had grave misgivings about
"F.E.T.S. is a tremendous increasing the size of each group
success as far 45 the first-year to very large numbers. Instead,
students are concerned," ob- the ~oup decided to increase
ed SBA President Roy Bald- the size of each group to 20, and'serv 1 11 .. fi. "I don't think there's a -.P ace a remammg tirst-year
,,:m'le member of the first-year students' on a waiting list,smg di c. h 1" bclasswhohasn't registered for at pen 109 turt er app tcations y
least one group." upperclass .students.
"The only problem,' added
SBArepresentative Linda Nuss-
baum, "is the response of
upperclass students. We just .
don't haveenough group leaders
to satisfy the demand," she,
concluded. '
Group leaders dOILt have to
be experts in the substantive
aspect of the course, Baldwin
indicated, "since the first-year
students will get that from the
professor and the books."
Group leaders will instead
concentrate on the practical
aspect of how to write a good
exam paper in the course. They
will be helping the first-year
students in the group outline
answers.toold exam questions,
reading and critiquing written
answers, and in general trying to
give the first-year students a feel
. for what is expected in the exam.
Nussbaum noted that many
upperclass students may be
reluctant to volunteer to be
group leaders out of. a feeling
that the program will take too
much time. >.<
Group leaders will be meeting
with their groups for a total of at-
least five hours, she said. That
can be done by five. one-hour
sessions, or any other combina-
tion that suits the group.
Upperclass students wishing
to volunteer to be group leaders
may still apply at the SBA office,
Room 100A Bacon Hall.' Es-
pecially needed are individuals'
who have taken Starrs or,
Robinson for Crim, Seidelson·
for Torts, or Cibinic for con-
tracts.
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3d Year Class Photo
June 1976 graduates will lihve an opportunity to appear in a
composite class photograph, the SBA announced today.
Graduating students wishing to appear in the picture, (offered by
a local photographer and sponsored by the, SBA), will sit for an
individual color photograph to be included in a large "Class of '76"
photo. .
The 18" by 3' original of the class photo will be provided to the
SBA for display in an appropriate place in the law school.
Each student who participates in the photograph promotion will '
.receive a smaller (approx. 10" by 18") personal copy of the photo .
Prints of the student's individual photo are also .available, for an
extra price. . . .
Cost to be included in the class photo is $25. Checks for that
amount may be sent to the SBA, Room lOlA Bacon Hall, using the
order form provided below. Deadline is Tuesday, Oct. 28. .
The class photo format has been used for some years at Howard
University Law School. A copy of last year's Howard class photo is
on display in the SBA bulletin board on the second floor of Stockton,
along with full details of the offering. .'
The SBA indicated it is sponsoring the photo offering out of a
feeling that many NLC students may wish to have a photograph of
their colleagues as a remembrance of their law school days.
The SBAstated that to insure the success of the photo, it will wait
until at least one hundred students have submitted their checks, If
fewer than that number show an interest in the service, all checks
will be returned.
As an additional safeguard to ensure satisfaction with the photo,
even after the 100 student cut-off point is reached, the SBAwill keep
half of each student's payment in escrow until photos are delivered.
'-
I-----------~-------------------~Woody: Not as Funny on Paper : ~:;.:.s I-
• . I ,
by Ron Ostroff" The movies seem.s to be ~or boring. The other parts of the. I. Phone: ' .~
Without Feathers by Woody the general pubhc-a Wide - book.are mostly the words of I' . . . ' ....., "<_'. . .' _.,
Allen, 211 pages,.' Random group for which Allen provides a -Allen and his friends in betwee~ I Enclo;;e:a chec~ for. S2S.made payable to the Stud'ii't~Ba~ \ ~~,
ve broad sense 'of . humor. >. bits ofwritioRbyLax.,.", ,. I 'AssocIatIon. This check WIllbe held by t~e SBA and WI ere ,
House,$7.95. . AI~n's . short writings, which I turned if fewer than 100 stud~nts subscnbe for the class photo- ,
On Beink Funny-Woody d' N y: Ie In addition, Lax includes I graph. NOTE: Your $25 entitles you to one copy of the class ,
Allen and Comedy by Eric have appeare hm ew. or . d IIphotograph If you wish prints of your individual photo as well, ". h T: and sue magazines as parts of scripts from movies an . ,. h D '1
Lax,243 pages, Charter ouse tmes y: k Th New other things that Allen has I you must pay an additional charge to the photograp er, etai s ,
Books,$8,95. The t: doprZeri,O\l s~em to written When Y9Uget a taste of I, are available from Weldon Blake. IJust picture this: A short, Repu tc an ay J' • d 't t I' . . .
have been created for a more this pure Allen, you on. wan 4 · . ,spectacledWoody Allen, scrag- . b k t La 'narrattve .
~.~ ha~~m~ d~~q·~~groop.T~~mM~re~ ~u·:F::a:c~o;,::x;s;;;~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~~,
downhis forehead, is sitting on a similar to the' asides 10 his 0\; •
stool, hunched over a micro- movies.Youcanfeelsoproudof EVERY ~~.~ILAB'LE AID ' ..phone in a small downtown understanding this extra dimen-
Manhattan club. Let's listen to sion of Allen's humor.
whathe's reading his audience. Of all his writings in Without O' . . ST'U'D'- ENT
"Scholars will recall that Feathers, "The 'Whore of Men- FO-'R TH E LAW .. .
several years ago a shepherd, sa" and "God (A Play)" are the ,~ '. ... .
wandering in the Gulf of Aqaba, best. ...-" ~.
stumbled upon a cave contain- In "The Whore of Mensa, . .' .
ing several large clay jars and . Allen tells a tale of a private . . .
also two tickets to the ice show. detective who investigates a ring GILBERTSLAW SUMMARIES ..... ri .
Inside the jars were discovered 'of intellectual prostitutes wh.o S ~- '. . I- .,12" '.
six parchment scrolls with an- sell the products of th~l~ BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIE . . ,'-----=. <.. _
. . m'lnds-"I don't want an ,.10. - . IES ---'-.... ~: I . .cient incomprehensible wntmg LAND'M'ARK LAW S.UM,M.AR N ,~t: " _whichthe shepherd, in his ignor- volvement-I want a. qUick -+- I ~ .
ance, sold to the museum for intellechtual. elxtPerlieeanvcee,,,t;:y~ ~ SMITH REVIEW ... ,- !,t?,....... . ...
$750,000 apiece. Two years later want' t e gir. 0 , . ' S
the jars turned up in a pawn!!hop customer. It's a short detective .. NUTSHELL SERlE ---' ---.J!. _....__
in Philadelphia. One year later, story that no literary lion, or MERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS' . ~. f'-'-' ~'---;_---
the shepherd turned up in a businessman who has ever been A ". ' .... . ;:.:' ~ .1.·.. .
pawnshop in Philadelphia and out with a so called dumb broad, , CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES --",_
neither was claimed ... " will ever forget. - -HORNBOOKS
The audience responds with. "GOd (A Play)" is an ip.sane'
several polite chuckles scatt~red .
about through the readmg. theater piece about puttmg on aND
There are' no guffaws or loud . play within a play within a play ·DISCO· UN' T p' .RICES A... .'
cackles which usually come from (or maybe there's one too many
audiences viewing "Bananas," there) with ancient Greek char-. . E' SELECTIO N
"Take The Money And Run," acters called DiabeteS'fIep.a_~. C'OMPLET . '.' .
"Everythin'g You Always Want titis, Woody Allen,. !richmosls, ....,. . ,.,.. . '
" Doris Levine, BurSItis, Loren~o AT 'ed To Know About Sex, or d th ThlAll Miller, Zeus an 0 ers. s, .
almost any other Woody en nutty Allen creatio~ probabl.y . • ••
movie. . P b t It
The small excerpt from AI· won't play m eorla,. u. ON LAW BOOK CO
'len's essay "The Scrolls" (which certainly will send them mto W'ASHINGT •
and . hysterics.on Broadway. "
sits between other essays All 'b t " T , 785-0424w·h t "Sleeper" was not en s es - . E S· N W. etwo short plays in It ou dE' Lax's sections 1917' ye t., • .' •. . .t' funny film. An rIC ,
h~h~~~~~~ili~ CO~~q"~~d'~hm ~~-~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~but not m the .same.s P" sli htl - inteJ;"esting.'(oStotally;,: ~,., .- ..
sty~~a~,~.~~,~~,h.,.)S~~.~?~J:!".".'.,:,/.,·:,<.;.J'\~"·';":'\"~"~"~"."·'>~"";"N;;:,';\',:
\0 " ~~ ..
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Rothschild's CoursesSBAPresident's Column Ralph Nader.' He has already
. consumer aspect of commercial taught The clinical. program
The purpose behind having a organization. TheSBA quite 'paper.) here, in the Summer of 1974.
Budget Committee hold hear- rightly denied that privilege. Larry Seibel, who' received> And currently, he is an attorney
ings at which each student or- F.E. T.S. Needs You! his JD from-George Washington with the Securities and . Ex-
ganization was invited to appear .., The fact-that there is a great in 1946" is a professional change Commission.
was to save the whole SBA the need for. the First-year Exam arbitrator on a permanent rotat-·· The seminar side of Consumer
time involved ill hearing the re- Techniques Seminars (F.E.T.SJ '. ing panel involving half a dozen Protection is being presented by
quests of each organization. If Program is evident in the' major US corporations. He has Barbara'<Gregg, who 'has" a
each organization were then able fantastic number of registrations taught collective bargaining in national reputation as Director
Sebastian collected 388 signa- to bring its case before the entire" of'-first year students. Unfor- the past, and is "really an .of the Montgomery County
tures on-a petition last spring in SBA, there. the time saved by tunately, we are going to have to authority in the field of arbitra- Consumer Protection Commis-
favor of his publication.>: the delegating this task to a Budget, disappoint dozens of deserving tion", according to Rothschild. sion. Nader gave.that organiza-
Circle. As he states in last Committee would be wasted. first year students if more upper- tion the highest grade for any
month's issue of the Advocate, class students do not volunteer...--. . ~he C.onsumer course w.itt.be consumer protection agency in
he asked for $388 from the SBA Therefore. I ruled from. the. to be group leaders. divided !nto two pa~s, .chmcal the United States he has ever
to fund the Circle this year. This Chair that debate on the report ~nd seminar, e~ch WIth It~ o~n ,studied. Ms. Gregg is an expert
money, he states, would be . of the Budget Committee would ·-.....·Compared .to the rewards Instructor.·, Ju~tIn P. Klel? In- on local consumer protection
enough to pu: out ~.~ copi~s be for the sole purpose of allow_waitingforbeinga group leader, ten~~ .to continue the .clinical laws, and was with the Urban
of a IS page .Issue SIX times this ing- the ~BA.representatives to the commitment necessary in ~ct1V1tles(Consumer HEL~,Pro- Law Institute when it was a part
year. • assure themselves that the allo- terms of .time. and preparation ject PEP, and Contact 4) In the of the NLC. -
cations established by the BUd- are minimal. If you don't think same tradition that those pro- As the person responsible.for
. The Budget Committee de- get Committee were fair. you could ,do any .$000 ,as a grams have grown up In under the enforcement of Montgomery
cided . that he' should receive' group leader, just· think how Professor Rothschild. Klein, a County "Consumer Protection
$200, enough to put out 750 What Sebastian wanted in . much you would have liked to be 1972 graduate of the' National laws,Barbara Gregg serves as
copies per issue. The Committee coming to the meeting was to in· a group like this when you- Law Center, is a former student hearing examiner, issues sub-
and the S,BA thought that was a attempt to reargue the merits of were up against your first exams. director ofthe Consumer Protec- poenas, holds settlement confer.
fair sum under the circum- .his position. He wantedtheSBA"" C'" '_~ tion Center; and has worked on ences, and testifies at legislative
ytances. Thefact is, thus, that' to take money away from some "After you've finished think;' the Auto Safety Project with hearings. '"
. th~ SB:"-. is no! .chilling any~ 'other deserving student.organi- ing, come down to the SBA .••• _-~--------_ .... _------ .. I
thmg-It ISproviding the morie- zation and.give it to him. ' office .and fill out "agroup leader
tary commitment to make the application.
Circle possible at all. ,
Continued from page 2
Another Word About The Circle
Sebastian Graber complains
that the SBA has chilled his
attempt at stimulating free
press. A word of explanation is
in order.
Sebastian next complains that-
the SBA meeting that approved
his al1ocation was run in an
,."undemocratic" manner. The
fact is that the meeting was car-
ried out under rules' analogous
to ,the method the House of
Representatives uses to vote on
the appropriations decided on
by its Ways and Means Commit-
tee. . I
Thi5 space confributed by the Ptlblisher.
All we can
tell you is that
men who
don't smoke
live about
'6years longer
than men who
do smoke:
If you want someone
t.<~help you stop smoking
clgar.ettes, contact your
American Cancer Society:
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY
'This, faet tak.'n frlllll a n'st'alTh
still!,\' is bas"d lin till' slllllk"j'
, wh .. at a~I' ~;) sllluk,'s al"'1I1 .
a paek and a half uf
ci~al"c·t t(IS ada.\".
The SBA refused to do this, .--"-------------,
since-for one thing not every
student organization was pre-
sent at the meeting and it would·
be manifestly unfair to take
money away from a group that
wasn't there to defend itself.
"Th is is the most
ridlculous newspaper
I've ever seen"The notary- public who has
served the Law Center for, the
past year and a half is leaving in
May'-' Funding is available to
train and equip a faculty or staff
replacement. Persons interested
should.contact The Advocate.
WR!TE FOR THE ADVOCATE:
Room 11,Bacon Hall
676-7325In other words, Sebastian
wanted special favors from the ,L- ~-.,;..--.:..~~----I
SBA. He wanted to be treated - " ... ,
better than any other student ,Photocopies 5$ :
Photocopies 5. i
Tell 'em Groucho sent you.
Real'names-Real words-
Real emotions "Until you'
proved you were mnocent :: . you were
gUilty. " ,Dan Sulli •• n. LA Times
"The most remackable theatrical event
this year:' .. " T~e New York T,mes
"Raw, gutsy theater" " _"
Info Desk Marvin Center \
Sure, you can pass the bar without us ...
You know all the law. ~. ',.
:...You knowho_w to analyse.
You knowhow to write.
~ou ;knowall the /freas the bar examiners are interested irI
ou reoup on t~e latest developJIlents in every law' area .
Yon know how to read bar exam questions.. ~.
You know.the ba.r e~~miners' pet topics. "
You know. the priorities of the. bar examiners.
'A?d, y~u .knowthat you know all these things
You II sad nght through. ·
On the other hane!; make it easy for yourself. See us.
MARYLAND BAR REVIEW COURSE, INC •. ,.
/.. BOX 70. .
NEW WINDSOR;- MD. 21776'
]]Iar~jatr'D),..
Oavtd Richards. Star
"Marvelous theatre and telling history"
The Wall Street Journal
"Fascinatjng, disturbing and moving"
To~ Shales. The Post
Ford's Theatre Presents
A chilling study of men and women under'
the.9,un before the House Un-American,
ActiVities Committee "
drawn from the actual testimony of
Ring Lardner, Jr. Ella Kazan
Larry Parks Jerome Robbins I
Sterling Hayden 'Lillian Hellman i
Jose Ferrer - Arthur Miller \
Abe Burrows Paul Robeson ;
Limited Engagement'hru Oct. 26 i,
STUDENT DISCOUNTS with ID" i
Matinee $4.00 - can be purchased '
in advance '..... " I
Evening $4.00 - only available 1/2
hour before showtime
For further i~formation see our representative
Or(;al~COLLECT: (301) 875.2472, ' .
Or wnte: Maryland Bar Review Course In, c..Mall & phone Otders accepted. Group Rate•.
Box 0fIlc:e 347-6260 Group Sale.638-23llll'
,."TBB4TBI
511 .10th Streel. N.W .. Washington, D, C. 20004
.SUMMER COURSE NOW OFFERED AT
GEORGETOWN LAW CENTER
